INTRODUCTION
As perhaps most obviously evidenced in the political maneuverings that led up to the second Gulf War in 2003, the use of satellite imagery to document spatial terrain is often, and almost instantly, politicized. In the two images presented here, this politicization takes on a two-way relationship and is open to contrasting and inevitably dualistic readings. One way of describing their relationship is as "Target" and "Aftermath". On the left, we have an image of the nuclear plant near the Iranian city of Qom, annotated in this version by the US security services to highlight 'suspicious' activity said to evidence the nuclear ambitions of the Iranian government. On the right, we are presented with an image of Tehran under heavy smog in 2013 released by the Iranian government itself. Although the official Iranian explanation for this smog is the general population density and industrialization of the city, it has now been acknowledged, or is at least extensively argued, that the pollution it documents is a direct result of the economic sanctions imposed by the United States in 2010 that banned the sale of refined fuel to the country. 1 Facing a major energy crisis that would completely stall the economy, the Iranian government opted to produce a "bathtub mix" of far inferior quality oil that has been releasing deadly exhaust into the already dense air of Iran for the past three years. 2 The "Target", as the first image shows, is Iran's nuclear program, which lies at the crux of complicated historical animosities currently evident between the US and Iranian governments. Taken at very high resolution (2.5 meters per pixel) from outer space, the image presents itself as tunnel-vision precisioneach point is a piece of data and each piece of data details coordinates, date, and time. It is on the back of such supposed satellite precision that the crippling economic sanctions of the US's policy of containment are justified. However, the aftermath of these sanctions has not been the cessation of Iran's nuclear program, but rather the suffocation of Tehran. Indeed, it has been argued that the inhabitants of Tehran are almost literally "choking to death". 3 By the standards of the sanctions' purported aims, the result seems more an egregious misfire than a successful piece of foreign policy.
The reality behind these images and their conflicting ascribed narratives is far from clear. The effects on the people of Iran are also not only equally unclear, they are deliberately hazed. Employing Giorgio Agamben's notions of the abstraction of the citizen to 'bare life' and its corollary of the 'Camp' as the 'Nomos' of the Modern, this paper attempts to decipher these images, their politicized readings, and the way in which the sites of human life in and near their locations -the occupants of the city of Qom in the first instance and those of Tehran in the second -have been conspicuously erased. It will argue that this visual erasure from spatial representation has fundamental implications for the human rights of the inhabitants of these cities and, by extension, Iran and a politicized world more generally. In doing so, it will suggest that as spaces and places of political conflict are ever more frequently presented through the medium of the satellite image, a deeply politicized reading of their structures, narratives and spatial representative techniques becomes ever more important.
The link between the two photos presented here can be explained, on one level at least, as a straightforward before-and-after relationship. However, the glaring paradox between the satellite's technological precision in the first image, and the ensuing chaos of smog seen in the second, points to much more than simple antagonistic relations manifested sequentially in these satellite representations of space. Firstly, both satellite images simultaneously mediate the city of Tehran -mediation here being understood as a particular attempt at a given narrative construction amidst a context of disagreement and conflict and aiming for resolution. Secondly, whilst operating in different registers and through different actors, together they illuminate something essential to understanding satellite technology as a mediatory device: that satellite technology is more than a technique of revealing or proving -it is a technique of building. They do so by opening themselves to two quite different readings of the "truth", neither of which foreground the human actors impacted by their narratives.
In concealing or erasing the human actors impacted by the political narratives ascribed to these images, these satellite representations reveal the possibility of nefarious dimensions of this technique of building. What is being built by the satellite (through its imagery) here, is a spatial typology increasingly prevalent 3 3 in today's world: that of camp, vis-à-vis Georgio Agamben. For Agamben, this construction of space and spatial representation devoid of actors is a strategy wherein the state responds to threats to its sovereignty by re-asserting direct control of bodies through the abstraction of the citizen to 'bare life'-their reduction to an object without presence and thus, without rights. Such moves -visual, rhetorical and finally, tangibly political -are central to the rationale behind these, and other similar, satellite images. position of "nuclear ambiguity" that Israel occupies), it would be reasonable to argue, as Adam Tarock has, that it would be a capability premised "not on launching missiles against its foes, but on strengthening its political and diplomatic hand across west Asia." 13 .
POLITICAL BACKGROUND
Furthermore, it is arguable that the push for nuclear energy in Iran is one based purely on domestic energy consumption needs. Iran possesses the fourth largest oil reserves and the second largest natural gas reserves in the world (amounting to 15.3% of the world's total gas reserves); however, since the revolution, the population of the country has more than doubled to seventy million, while oil production has fallen to about seventy percent of pre-revolution levels. 14 In addition, the country finds itself in a situation in which large amounts of reserves are earmarked for export so as to bring in the revenue necessary to pay for the country's economic development. When one adds to this Iran's historically precarious relationship with the international community that has seen it excluded from various multimillion dollar energy transactions and 'double crossed' in contract negotiations, Iran's argument for developing nuclear energy as an alternative source of fuel for reasons of financial and energy sufficiency can be seen as both credible and sensible.
SATELLITE IMAGE 1: NUCLEAR PLANT, FORDOW, IRAN
The rejection of the possibility of non-bellicose Iranian intentions in its development of a nuclear energy program clearly lie at the heart of the current stand-off between Iran and the US, and it is not surprising that in this complex context, negotiations around it have remained, until recently, largely at an impasse. Actions and moves by both sides can be said to be overdetermined by what Eva Horn has described as "the epistemology of enmity" 15 , where truth and its actual pursuit become ancillary, even inconsequential.
In this condition, opposing claims for truth are fiercely defended as facts and nowhere is this more visible than in the arguments surrounding the 'truth' behind satellite imagery of Iran's primary nuclear processing plant at Fordow. Regarding the satellite image specifically, Horn writes, "the space of intelligence becomes smooth, homogeneous, and dreamily transparent. From above -and higher up the better -nothing can be hidden; it is the wish for absolute clarity fulfilled." 16 Yet the photographic artifact of the satellite image is inevitably misconstrued by the tautology of epistemic enmity wherein the image "is created, circulated, and eventually discarded in an imaginary space that quite possibly is nothing more than one's own interior, but which is experienced as 'external.'" 17 The epistemology of enmity, and its mobilization of the satellite's unstable dialectic between evidence and obfuscation, comprise the starting point for ascertaining the mediation of Tehran by the image of Fordow's nuclear plant (Figure 1 ).
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The Institute for Science and International Security (ISIS), a non-profit think tank based in Washington D.C., states their mission as "Working for nuclear nonproliferation and decreased weapons production. (Figures 1 and 2 ). The photographs were arranged in an after/before sequence, and the objects under consideration were the "unidentifiable marks" annotated in Figure 1 . The report speculated that these marks indicated the presence of cleanup vehicles, which would, according to ISIS, indicate the occurrence of the explosion.
Although presented through the satellite image in the guise of scientific objectivity, this ISIS report contained numerous manipulations. For instance, the images display an obviously uneven distribution of visual information -the "after-explosion" being far more crowded with annotations than the "before" image. This obvious graphic technique has the effect of bolstering the appearance of Iran's nuclear ambitions through the visual 'creation' of apparent activity irrespective of whether the "unidentifiable marks" were, in and of themselves, compelling or revealing in any way. One might also question the visual impact of the variation in filter settings used between the two images -the color contrast of "after-image" have been deliberately heightened to highlight trails and other signs of human activity more starkly. Compared to the comparatively monochromatic desert rust of the "before" image the sensation is once again one of seemingly significant activity. One final graphic manipulation evident in these images is the extension of the "after-explosion" image which extends further than the "before" so as to again highlight additional traces of building activity. (Figure 3 ) Figure 3 . Red line marks the extent of the "after" image Such striking, but obvious, visual tactics serve to increase the sense of urgency with which the US paints the need to obstruct Iran's nuclear program, which they invariably portray as a quickly developing, hostile project. 20 By way of the satellite images, ISIS is allowed to operate on the convincing register of science, and to access all the attendant claims of objectivity that science affords. As defined in the ISIS mission statement: "employing science-like satellite imagery in the pursuit of international peace." The disastrous potency of such moves was clearly, and still today polemically, manifested in the exact same production of "scientifically" determined images by ISIS in the build-up to the 2003 invasion of Iraq. 21 As with the previous conflict in 2003, the current nuclear standoff between the US and Iran comprises "an epistemic delirium". It is a delirium that Sam Husseini argues "must be described in terms other than those of an epistemology of science: it is the epistemology of enmity." 22 Pursuing the larger arguments that run through these questions one must ask how do the self-fulfilling epistemology at work in these satellite images of Fordow impact the city of Qom and, perhaps more interestingly, Tehran? Firstly, the claims advanced by such images crosshatch the political dimensions of the photograph physically onto the urban fabric. As a result, both cities are rendered by the direct object frame of political policy. More abstractly, the Fordow images activate the satellite's underlying crisis in the status of the human by eliminating it from the frames of reference and narrative instigated by the image. As a result, the subtext of giving a green-light to political (and possibly military) action that lies beneath the ink of sanctions to come is set: Qom, and by extension Tehran and Iran more generally, is a 'camp',vis-à-vis Agamben -a physical aporia of humans and, concomitantly, human rights.
In addition to the visual tactics deployed to support accusations of Iran's supposedly 'criminal' intent are visual strategies that reinforce the de-linking of the Iranian citizen from the state. There is the framing of the photograph such that it is filled from edge to edge with the structural details of the facility, the signs 7 of the state, while the territorial boundaries of the country have been literally surpassed by an easy zoom. In addition, there is a complete lack of images that show the physical proximity of these 'signs of state' to the Iranian people themselves. One would never guess from the ISIS photographs that the Fordow Fuel Enrichment Plant is but a mere 17.8 miles from the city center of Qom -home to a population of 957,496 with upwards of 200,000 families. 23 (Figure 4 ). The politicized photograph invariably zooms in enough to nullify sovereignty, but does not zoom out enough to reveal that the de-linking of the human from the nation-state is a reductionist operation of the most politically motivated kind. These tactics offer a crucial rhetorical device that enables the US to argue that it is not targeting Iran's people, but rather Iran's nuclear plants. This not only offers weight to a purely political reading in the event of eventual military action, it allows the US to do something considerably more subtle; to transpose the Iranian citizen with the 'universal human'. This universal human is a global citizen rather than a state actor, and can thus neatly fit into (the overwhelmingly Western-oriented) universal human rights discourse, of which the US presents itself as a clear champion.
Standing in front of this rhetorical smoke screen, President Obama can make statements such as "Finally, even as we increase pressure on the Iranian government, we're sending an unmistakable message that the United States stands with the Iranian people as they seek to exercise their universal rights." 24 Behind the screen however, the US is even able to slip past detailed critique from the UN Human Rights Council, whose March 2013 report on Iran reads:
"The Special Rapporteur joins the Secretary-General in continuing to express concern at the potentially negative humanitarian effect of general economic sanctions imposed on the Islamic Republic.... The Committee [on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights] noted that the inhabitant of a given country do not forfeit their basic economic, social and cultural rights by virtue of any determination that their leaders have violated norms relating to international peace and security." 25 What such comments reveal is that through a satellite image of 'elsewhere', the neat displacement of the citizen into the broadest category of being, the human, has been elicited. It is what Agamben would name the collapse of man into just man -his bare or naked life. 26 The implications of this for our conceptual understanding of the city are profound. The city, a collective association of people or 'socially-inscribed 8 persons', finds itself suddenly emptied -or at least emptied of people other than conceptual universal citizens. Consequently, it enters "a zone of absolute indeterminacy" in which the lives of its inhabitants do not figure. It thus precisely fulfills Agamben's terms of the 'camp'.
Once categorized in this way the potential implications for a city like Qom -located in a politically sensitive, and potentially militarily significant site -are disconcerting. For Agamben, such sites become places delimiting a space in which: "for all intents and purposes, the normal rule of law can be suspended, and in which, the fact that atrocities may or may not be committed, does not depend on the law, but rather on the civility and ethical sense of the police that act temporarily as sovereign…." 27 In this case, this new subjective barometer of civility and ethics is the US which, donning the cap of international policeman, currently wields the "humanitarian" truncheon of economic sanctions. The consequences of these sanctions, for citizens of the city and the region more generally, simply do not enter into the calculation in an explicit or open way. They are however, direct and significant.
SATELLITE IMAGE 2: TEHRAN SMOG
The malleability of the satellite image is not ideologically monogamous. The Iranian state has been just as able to locate their goals, visual interventions and state interests in the space of satellite imagery with as much success as the Western media and Western states. Various satellite images over the past few years have presented the world with images of a smog-filled Tehran taken in the midst of an environmental crisis ( Figure 5 ). The explanation of this environmental crisis through the lens of the satellite image by the Iranian state, reveals that it is no more interested than the US in mobilizing the capacities of the technological gaze to present anything approaching 'a truth'. In this case, they quite literally fail to penetrate the haziness -of both pollutants and polemics -to offer a transparency wherein the Iranian citizen can be ascertained and brought into the debate. Again, one finds that the smog not only literally obstructs the view of the Iranian people, but is discursively and visually deployed to ontologically 'invisibilize' them. Though the ambiguity of the human is cultivated for different reasons by the Iranian government than we have seen with the US, what is again demonstrated by the smog-covered image of Tehran is the satellite's mediation of the city as camp. This satellite image is a MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) image released to the 9 public in 2013. MODIS is the instrument aboard the Terra and Aqua satellites and views the entire earth's surface every one to two days. It acquires data in thirty-six spectral wavelength bands and its primary use is for environmental monitoring and studies. 28 The light green area of the image highlights the aerosols over Tehran; the white areas are clouds; and the overlaid vector map indicates the locations of the city's municipal districts. 29 The satellite image was central to a study entitled "Application of satellite data and GIS in studying air pollutants in Tehran", authored by Dr. Mohammad Sohrabinia from the University of Tehran; and Dr. Ali Mohammad Khorshiddoust from Tabriz University, Tabriz, Iran. The two scientists use satellite data, spatial modeling software and GIS to study the concentration of different pollutants in the air of Tehran -their stated goal being "to examine the application of satellite data and spatial analysis so as to monitor and map air pollution." 30 On the face of it, nothing could seem less suspect and the image is far more secure in its claims to scientific objectivity than those of ISIS. The coloration employed for its information visualization puts the image in the category of meteorological reports and climate change studies, while the data presented is apparently a set of purely quantitative values: chemical distributions, wavelengths and frequencies. This is not just science at work, but an exercise in the "hard" sciences. However, there is a political move located in this image -it is just not evident through visual manipulation because the political here is not local but total. The absolute 'scientization' of the smog and its presentation as the exclusive scientific object of study is the political move.
In the study by Sohrabinia and Khorshiddoust, the two scientists explain Tehran's disproportionately high levels of pollution as being " [d] ue to its geographical location, the ensnared condition as surrounded by mountain ranges, and also lack of perennial winds." This, they argue, causes "the smoke and other particulate matters produced from daily life [to] not go far in the air and thus, there is a thick layer of aerosols and other particulate matters in the nearby atmosphere." 31 In the presentation of these studies, which must have been at least tacitly approved by the state, the economic sanctions banning the export of refined petroleum (as well as other goods, services and materials needed to modernize Iran's oil and natural gas sector 32 ) are never cited among the causes of the smog. Indeed, when the issue has been raised, Yousef Rashidi, the director of Tehran's air quality monitoring services, has explicitly "denied the claim that low-quality gasoline is causing the problem." His official explanation is that seventy to eighty percent of the city's air pollution comes from car exhaust fumes. 33 How to explain this systematic expulsion of the political from these official assessments is an interesting question. It is particularly intriguing given that it would seem to provide Iran with the perfect opportunity to criticize the United States' "diplomatic" handling of the nuclear matter, and even provoke international disapproval against the sanctions that are demonstratively not as humanitarian as the US claims. Another piece of environmental research regarding Tehran's pollution, "Mitigating Urban Heat Island Effects in Tehran Metropolitan Area", offers some insight into the government's denial of the political dimension of the issue. The study seeks to investigate the "heat-island" effect -the phenomenon whereby 'heat that is absorbed during the day by buildings, roads, and other constructions in an urban area is re-emitted after sunset, resulting in areas of intense temperature differences that aggravate the formation and duration of smog'. 34 Upon this premise, the study therefore implies that the primary pollution problem for Tehran is that there are too many buildings, too many roads, too many constructions -in short, too much of all the 10 paraphernalia that constitutes a booming modern city.
Arguably, it is exactly this narrative that the Iranian government would like to put into circulation: Iran is not suffering from the pressures of economic sanctions, but rather from the pangs of wildly successful economic growth. It would thus be an argument constructed around the proposition that the country has been able to rise above the machinations of the West to stymie the Islamic Republic and that it is, in fact, prospering. According to the Foreign Affairs Review, "Car ownership became one of the government's favourite examples of rising living standards following the 1979 Iranian Revolution…." 35 Therefore, explaining the environmental crisis as being above all the direct consequence of a growing number of cars accomplishes the rare feat of acknowledging a major problem while attaching a positive valence in the same breath. In the face of citizen unrest, most obviously manifested in the Green Revolution, a position suggesting government competence rather than diplomatic mishandling has obvious political benefits. It is also a reading of the situation that presents Iran as a modern industrial economy in stark contrast to the caricatures of political and economic backwardness that emanates from the political right in the West.
Moreover, through relating atmospheric degradation with development, the Iranian government cunningly circumvents the West's imposition of 'containment' by perversely aligning Tehran with a community of other countries and major cities with whom it shares the luxury afflictions of modernity. Rhetorically, it equates to an asthmatic debutante in a cigar room remarking, "we've got so much smog, we should be hosting the Olympics." Presenting this satellite image of smog in Tehran through this framework of analysis is reinforced by the image's visual evocation of countless other satellite images of pollution in various places around the world -images that have become almost universally familiar through the current global preoccupations with climate change. Indeed, a Google image search for "satellite image smog Tehran" pulls up an image of smog in China, haze over Calcutta, and an image of smog-ridden Tehran as featured on a blog called "U.S. Air Quality", concerned with pollution levels in the United States (Figures 6 and 7 ).
. In the case of satellite imagery of air pollution in Iran then, it does not become necessary to distort the image to the same levels as ISIS in order to inscribe a defined and distorting political narrative into them. It merely requires the correct political contextualization for their presentation. But amidst these clever contortions ,whose arm is it really that is being twisted here? Who is being fooled and who is suffering? In 2012, air pollution is reported to have left 4,460 people dead in Tehran. 36 The fact that such figures do not enter into the political contextualization of the images is as significant as the fact that people are not visible in them.
In this erasing of the human from both narrative and vision, these images and their use reflect that of ISIS regarding the satellite imagery of the Fordow nuclear plant. However, there is one major difference: these images of scientific studies aid and abet the official discourse surrounding the smog by visually performing the opposite of the ISIS de-linking of citizen and state. Here, citizen and state are collapsed into one through a political narrative that does the exact opposite to President Obama's statements outlined earlier. In line with numerous politically expedient slippages regarding "rights" in the nuclear debate, the distinct identities of "we", "our", "us", "Iranian", and "Iran" remain completely hazy -or rather, hazed. Although rhetorically representing the opposite to the US stance regarding its relation to Iran and its people, in the terms of Agamben, the consequences are the same. A state of permanent crisis is imposed in which the rights and concerns of citizens are suspended and disregarded. Once again, the satellite image is central to the emergence of the city, this time Tehran, as 'camp'.
CONCLUSION
Through these images, the attempted expulsion of the designated human from politics (on the part of both sides in the Iran-US nuclear issue) meets the satellite's mediation on the stage of biopolitical control. The smog becomes a statistical regulatory device managing risk -the risk of nuclear weapons proliferation on the part of the US, and risk of citizen revolt for the Iranian government. It does so by regulating bodies as the sheer presence of empty signs or, in the terms of Agamben, by reinscribing the human as "naked life". For Iran, this reinscription comes as a part of the claim to modernity, while for the US it operates through the prism of global security and the need for an enemy. In each case, the violence of the reinscription ignores the human's traditional inscription into the nation (by the simple dint of birth) and replaces it with the notion of the human born into the boundless realm of the global or dehumanized universal -a notion facilitated here by the satellite image and its potentially destabilizing visual frame of reference.
It is as a result of this reinscription that, in both cases, the cities in question take on the qualities of Agamben's "camp", where the precariousness of "naked life" is caused by the imposition of a state of "permanent political crisis". In Amgamben's terms, not only does the state decide to "undertake the management of the biological life of the nation directly as its own task" 38 , but it also "no longer orders forms of life and juridical norms in a determinate space; rather, it contains within itself a dislocating localization that exceeds it, and in which virtually every form of life and every norm can be captured." 39 The camp, intended as dislocating localization, is for Agamben, the hidden matrix of the politics and contradictions in which we live, and which we "must learn to recognize in all of its metamorphoses." 40 In the instances outlined here, these metamorphoses occur with the aid of the satellite image and the stakes of apperceiving how those images partake in this mediation of the city as 'camp' are not trivial. With the abstraction of the human that comes through this mediation any number of opportunities for the construction of the 'ideal political subject' become possible. 41 As seen in the case of Iranian citizens, the mad-libbed definitions 42 of humanity for this 'idealized political subject' end up severely restricting the available platforms and avenues for individuals to exercise agency and to practice contestation.
In light of the potential nefarious consequences of such abstractions of the human with the aim of satellite imagery, it becomes essential to question images such as those shown here from a spatial and political standpoint that negates any sharp distinction between either perspective. When faced with these images we have to ask what it is within them that serves as a reminder of life -as a reminder of the noise that erupts when the smoothness of the hegemonic narrative of the presented image meets the complex topographies of people living out historically and culturally embedded social lives. In confronting these apparently objective spatial images we must understand and trace the mediation of the city that occurs through them; we must see them site of an aporia of human rights, and be ready to challenge the hegemonies of truth they are apt to present. As dreams for the political resolution of issues such as the Iranian nuclear question become ever more stubbornly attached to the resolution of images-the reality of information available per pixel and the abstraction of space they permit-this task becomes ever more necessary.
